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disclaimer: impossible to cover everything in 20 minutes…!

Strategies for dark matter searches

directly indirectly

at colliders astrophysical probes

of matter distribution

want to calculate 
expected rates in a 

consistent manner ‒ 
both regarding particle 

and astrophysics!
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Calculation flowchart
Particle physics 

model parameters

Masses, couplings

[Accelerator and other lab 
constraints]

Thermal freeze-out calculation

Direct and indirect rates, 
self-interaction-rates

Compare with data!
Compare individual rates 
or perform global fits

Choose model parameters for 
pMSSM, CMSSM, Scalar Singlet, 
SIDM, generic WIMP, etc…

Spectrum calculator 
(e.g. RGE solver)

Direct searches, rare decays, 
precision measurements

Various rate 
calculators

For the MSSM, 
this partially 
relies on 
implementing 

Isajet, FeynHiggs, 
Higgsbounds, 
HiggsSignal, 
Superiso,…

Annihilation & scattering cross 
section, Boltzmann solver
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What is DarkSUSY ?
A FORTRAN library of subroutines and functions
~100k lines of code, mostly F77

Flexible, modular structure (given FORTRAN constraints)

Fast and accurate

Currently included particle physics modules:
MSSM (SUSY)
Scalar Singlet (Silveira-Zee model)
self-interacting DM (simplified dark sector model)
generic WIMP
generic decaying DM
Kaluza-Klein DM (in progress)
+ whatever YOU add!

NEW since DS 6:

Dark SUSY is now 
‘unsusyfied’ !

Simple to use (!)
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DarkSUSY 6 structure

Module ...

..

.

Module silveira_zee
libds_silveira_zee.a

Interface functions
Internal routines

Particle physics modules
src_models/

Module mssm
libds_mssm.a

Interface functions
Internal routines

Linking to main library/user 
replaceable
Linking to chosen module

Alternative calling sequence
(if linked)

Calling sequence

Main program
User-supplied, e.g. 

examples/dsmain_wimp.F

User
replaceables

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

DarkSUSY core library
src/
libds_core.a

Observables (rates, relic 
density etc)

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

Halo profiles
dsdmsdriver with 
different halo 
profiles.

NEW since DS 6:
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Very active development NEW since DS 6:

. . .

make sure to always 
check out latest version! 
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DarkSUSY modularity: key concepts
Main program always links to DS_core and one particle module

Module ...

..

.

Module silveira_zee
libds_silveira_zee.a

Interface functions
Internal routines

Particle physics modules
src_models/

Module mssm
libds_mssm.a

Interface functions
Internal routines

Linking to main library/user 
replaceable
Linking to chosen module

Alternative calling sequence
(if linked)

Calling sequence

Main program
User-supplied, e.g. 

examples/dsmain_wimp.F

User
replaceables

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

DarkSUSY core library
src/
libds_core.a

Observables (rates, relic 
density etc)

User
replaceables
Functions 
replaced
and modified
by user

Halo profiles
dsdmsdriver with 
different halo 
profiles.

Interface functions communicate 
model-dependent input to core library
‘Set of interface functions defines particle module’
No further exchange between core and modules
Minimal: about a dozen in total 
A particle module can provide less — this only 
restricts possible applications in main program
[error at linking stage points to missing interface function]

Most functions are replaceable functions
Can be individually replaced at linking stage (when building the main program)
DarkSUSY installation remains unchanged
User-supplied function will still be consistently used in rest of code
Examples: external annihilation rate for relic density calculation; different yields for 
indirect detection routines, etc…
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Recent physics highlights NEW since DS 6:

Relic density routines further generalized
Full support for dark sectors with 
Options to solve Boltzmann eq. adaptively, partially parallelized

<latexit sha1_base64="aeW1Qduo8CCmDrCNtH1i4edfoEs=">AAACGHicdVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgLGLRYVUlpIgymOrYGEsUl9SU1WO47RW7STYTkUVdeA3+AFW+AM2xMrGD/AduG2QSgVHsnR0zn34HjdiVCrL+jQyS8srq2vZ9dzG5tb2jrm715BhLDCp45CFouUiSRgNSF1RxUgrEgRxl5GmO7ie+M0hEZKGQU2NItLhqBdQn2KktNQ18849LdaOHHIX0yGsdRNHcOghMRgf17pmwSpZU8A5UrbsyzMb2qlSACmqXfPL8UIccxIozJCUbduKVCdBQlHMyDjnxJJECA9Qj7Q1DRAnspNMjxjDQ6140A+FfoGCU3W+I0FcyhF3dSVHqi8XvYn4pxfRycCF7cq/6CQ0iGJFAjxb7scMqhBOUoIeFQQrNtIEYUH1/yHuI4Gw0lnmdDA/18P/SeOkZJdL1u1poXKVRpQFeXAAisAG56ACbkAV1AEGD+AJPIMX49F4Nd6M91lpxkh79sEvGB/fuI+gBQ==</latexit>

⇠(T ) ⌘ Tdark/T

Kinetic decoupling and cutoff in matter power spectrum

More general direct detection routines
structure to add effective operators 
cosmic-ray accelerated (light) dark matter 

Dark matter self-interactions

Highly detailed capture rates of DM in Sun and Earth
large number of elements implemented 

New cosmic-ray propagation routines

Radiative corrections in MSSM
Full yield contributions from                                       Internal Bremsstrahlung 

<latexit sha1_base64="RXb4XxBr3YnhLPnlrtbydMnUY+Q=">AAACEnicbZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6i4cjNYlBakJFXRZdGNy4qmLbShTKaTduhkEmYmQgntU/gCbvUN3IlbX8AX8DmctFlo64GBj3PvnXs5XsSoVJb1ZeSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre0dc3evIcNYYOLgkIWi5SFJGOXEUVQx0ooEQYHHSNMb3qT15iMRkob8QY0i4gaoz6lPMVLa6poHTskun947pWp5AjsnE6jxrNw1i1bFmgougp1BEWSqd83vTi/EcUC4wgxJ2batSLkJEopiRsaFTixJhPAQ9UlbI0cBkW4yPX8Mj7XTg34o9OMKTt3fEwkKpBwFnu4MkBrI+Vpq/luLaPrh3HblX7kJ5VGsCMez5X7MoAphmg/sUUGwYiMNCAuq74d4gATCSqdY0MHY8zEsQqNasS8q1t15sXadRZQHh+AIlIANLkEN3II6cAAGCXgGL+DVeDLejHfjY9aaM7KZffBHxucPFi+bGA==</latexit>

U(1), SU(2) & SU(3)

Sommerfeld,           , HEALPIX l.os, … 
<latexit sha1_base64="7wnOEGQ02LVlhvnZAMwARbcP+So=">AAACD3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBovgqiRifeyKunAlFWwrNKFMpjft0MmDmYlYQj/CH3Crf+BO3PoJ/oDf4aSNUIseGDicc19zvJgzqSzr0ygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5na5JaNEUGjSiEfiziMSOAuhqZjicBcLIIHHoe0NLzK/fQ9Csii8VaMY3ID0Q+YzSpSWumbZuQSuCL7upo4IMPj+uGtWrKo1AZ4hNcs+O7axnSsVlKPRNb+cXkSTAEJFOZGyY1uxclMiFKMcxiUnkRATOiR96GgakgCkm05uH+N9rfSwHwn9QoUn6mxHSgIpR4GnKwOiBnLey8Q/vZhlA+e2K//UTVkYJwpCOl3uJxyrCGfh4B4TQBUfaUKoYPp+TAdEEKp0hCUdzM/v8f+kdVi1a1Xr5qhSP88jKqJdtIcOkI1OUB1doQZqIooe0BN6Ri/Go/FqvBnv09KCkffsoF8wPr4BLbGcjw==</latexit>

�Ne↵
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Example programs
Extensive main programs to illustrate range of potential usage:

Identical program can be used for different particle modules

Various more specific, ‘minimal’ application examples:

direct detection examples

usage of halo model database

relic density [+ kinetic decoupling]indirect detection
+self-interactions!

Ultra-compact minihalos
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Relic Density
1st physics example
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Boltzmann equation
dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = �⇥�v⇤

�
n2

� � n2
�eq

⇥

An accurate approach requires to:
properly take into account thermal average <...>
include full annihilation cross section (all final states, resonances, thresholds) 

include co-annihilations (e,g,, all neutralinos, charginos & sfermions)

...

h�e�vi =

R1
0 dpe�p2e�We�K1

⇣p
s

T

⌘

m4
1T

hP
i
gi
g1

m2
i

m2
1
K2

�
mi
T

�i2

We� =
X

ij

pij
p11

gigj
g21

Wij Wij = 4E1E2�ijvij;

(Almost) only required 
input from particle physics: 
invariant rate
tabulated for better efficiency
NEW option since 6.2.2: dynamical 
tabulation, automatic fit to Breit-
Wigner resonances further improvement in performance and accuracy
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Example: generic WIMP

width = 
observational 
uncertainty in 
DM density

code:  examples/aux/oh2_generic_wimp.f

update to Steigman+, PRD ‘12

TB, Edsjö, Gondolo, Ullio & Bergström, JCAP ‘20
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Example: generic WIMP in dark sector
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FIG. 1. The value of a constant thermally averaged anni-
hilation rate, h�vi, resulting in a relic density of Majorana
(orange) or Dirac (blue) DM particles matching the observed
cosmological DM abundance. Solid lines show the case of DM
in equilibrium with the SM until freeze-out (shaded areas in-
dicate the e↵ect of varying ⌦DMh2 within 3� [1]). Dashed
(dotted lines) show the case of DM in equilibrium with a hid-
den sector containing gS = 1 (gS = 5) light scalar degrees of
freedom (with µS = 0), which decoupled from the standard
model at T � max[m�, mt]. See Appendix A for correspond-
ing results for p-wave annihilation.

up significant chemical potentials. As we will see shortly,

both assumptions can be violated in decoupled sectors.

Before doing so, let us first solve Eq. (1) in the stan-

dard scenario. In Fig. 1 we indicate with solid lines the

value of h�vi (assuming a constant value of this quan-

tity around chemical decoupling) that is needed to ob-

tain a relic density matching the observed cosmological

DM abundance of ⌦DMh
2

= 0.120 [1]. The orange solid

lines show the case of Majorana DM (with g� = 2 and

⌦� = ⌦�̄ = ⌦DM), updating the conventionally quoted

‘thermal relic cross section’ in Ref. [37] with a more re-

cent measurement of ⌦DM and recent lattice QCD results

for the evolution of d.o.f. in the early universe [40] (as im-

plemented in DarkSUSY [14]). For comparison, the blue

lines indicate the slightly less standard case of Dirac DM

(with g� = g�̄ = 2 and ⌦� = ⌦�̄ = ⌦DM/2) to stress

the not typically appreciated fact that the required value

of h�vi is not exactly twice as large as in the Majorana

case.

A secluded dark sector.— The idea [18–22, 26] that

DM could be interacting only relatively weakly with the

SM, but much more strongly with itself or other particles

in a secluded dark sector (DS), has received significant

attention [29, 35, 41–46]. In such scenarios, both sectors

may well have been in thermal contact at high temper-

ature, until they decoupled at a temperature Tdec. This

results in a non-trivial evolution of the temperature ratio

⇠ ⌘ T�/T . As long as the DM interactions with at least

one massless DS species S are e�cient enough to estab-

lish thermal equilibrium, entropy is conserved separately

in the two sectors and the DS temperature evolves with

the e↵ective number of relativistic entropy d.o.f., g
SM,DS
⇤ ,

as

⇠(T ) ⌘ T�(T )

T
=

⇥
g
SM
⇤ (T )/g

SM
⇤ (Tdec)

⇤ 1
3

[gDS
⇤ (T )/gDS

⇤ (Tdec)]
1
3

. (3)

For a precise description of the freeze-out process of �

in such a secluded DS the standard Boltzmann equation

(1) then needs to be adapted at three places: both i)
the equilibrium density neq and ii) the thermal average

h�vi must be evaluated at T� rather than the SM tem-

perature T , and iii) the Hubble rate must be increased

to take into account the additional energy content resid-

ing in the DS. During radiation domination, in partic-

ular, this means that H
2

= (8⇡
3
/90)ge↵M

�2
Pl T

4
, where

ge↵ ' gSM + (
P

b gb +
7
8

P
f gf )⇠

4
and the sum runs over

the internal d.o.f. of all fully relativistic DS bosons (b)

and fermions (f) (in our numerical treatment, we always

use the full expression for ge↵). To the best of our knowl-

edge, precision calculations of the relic density in a de-

coupled DS that fully and self-consistently implement all

three e↵ects have not been performed previously. Here

we adapt the relic density routines of DarkSUSY to allow

calculations of this kind for a large range of DS models.

Model setup.— Let us for concreteness consider a

setup where the DS consists of massive fermions �, act-

ing as DM, and massless scalars S with µS = 0, con-

stituting the heat bath. We assume that the DS de-

coupled from the SM at high temperatures, such that

g
SM
⇤ (Tdec) = 106.75 and g

DS
⇤ (Tdec) = gS + (7/4)N� in

Eq. (3), where N� = 1 (N� = 2) for Majorana (Dirac)

DM. In Fig. 1 we show the ‘thermal’ annihilation cross

section for ��̄ ! SS in such a scenario, for di↵erent val-

ues of gS . The fact that this di↵ers significantly from the

standard case, in comparison to the observational uncer-

tainty in the cosmological DM abundance also indicated

in the figure, constitutes our first main result. It is worth

stressing that this updated relic density calculation di-

rectly applies to a large number of DS models where an-

nihilation proceeds via an s-wave [20, 26, 29, 41, 47–50]

(see Appendix A for corresponding results in the case of

p-wave annihilation).

To understand the behaviour of the curves shown in

Fig. 1, let us first recall that we consider here a constant

h�vi – which by definition is not a↵ected by a change in

⇠. For gS = 1, furthermore, the change in ge↵ and hence

the Hubble rate has only a subdominant e↵ect (but be-

comes somewhat more important for gS = 5). The main

e↵ect visible in the figure thus originates from changing

n�,eq(x) ! n�,eq(x/⇠). For large DM masses and hence

Secluded dark sector
separate entropy conservation 

2

FIG. 1. The value of a constant thermally averaged anni-
hilation rate, h�vi, resulting in a relic density of Majorana
(orange) or Dirac (blue) DM particles matching the observed
cosmological DM abundance. Solid lines show the case of DM
in equilibrium with the SM until freeze-out (shaded areas in-
dicate the e↵ect of varying ⌦DMh2 within 3� [1]). Dashed
(dotted lines) show the case of DM in equilibrium with a hid-
den sector containing gS = 1 (gS = 5) light scalar degrees of
freedom (with µS = 0), which decoupled from the standard
model at T � max[m�, mt]. See Appendix A for correspond-
ing results for p-wave annihilation.

up significant chemical potentials. As we will see shortly,

both assumptions can be violated in decoupled sectors.

Before doing so, let us first solve Eq. (1) in the stan-

dard scenario. In Fig. 1 we indicate with solid lines the

value of h�vi (assuming a constant value of this quan-

tity around chemical decoupling) that is needed to ob-

tain a relic density matching the observed cosmological

DM abundance of ⌦DMh
2

= 0.120 [1]. The orange solid

lines show the case of Majorana DM (with g� = 2 and

⌦� = ⌦�̄ = ⌦DM), updating the conventionally quoted

‘thermal relic cross section’ in Ref. [37] with a more re-

cent measurement of ⌦DM and recent lattice QCD results

for the evolution of d.o.f. in the early universe [40] (as im-

plemented in DarkSUSY [14]). For comparison, the blue

lines indicate the slightly less standard case of Dirac DM

(with g� = g�̄ = 2 and ⌦� = ⌦�̄ = ⌦DM/2) to stress

the not typically appreciated fact that the required value

of h�vi is not exactly twice as large as in the Majorana

case.

A secluded dark sector.— The idea [18–22, 26] that

DM could be interacting only relatively weakly with the

SM, but much more strongly with itself or other particles

in a secluded dark sector (DS), has received significant

attention [29, 35, 41–46]. In such scenarios, both sectors

may well have been in thermal contact at high temper-

ature, until they decoupled at a temperature Tdec. This

results in a non-trivial evolution of the temperature ratio

⇠ ⌘ T�/T . As long as the DM interactions with at least

one massless DS species S are e�cient enough to estab-

lish thermal equilibrium, entropy is conserved separately

in the two sectors and the DS temperature evolves with

the e↵ective number of relativistic entropy d.o.f., g
SM,DS
⇤ ,

as

⇠(T ) ⌘ T�(T )

T
=

⇥
g
SM
⇤ (T )/g

SM
⇤ (Tdec)

⇤ 1
3

[gDS
⇤ (T )/gDS

⇤ (Tdec)]
1
3

. (3)

For a precise description of the freeze-out process of �

in such a secluded DS the standard Boltzmann equation

(1) then needs to be adapted at three places: both i)
the equilibrium density neq and ii) the thermal average

h�vi must be evaluated at T� rather than the SM tem-

perature T , and iii) the Hubble rate must be increased

to take into account the additional energy content resid-

ing in the DS. During radiation domination, in partic-

ular, this means that H
2

= (8⇡
3
/90)ge↵M

�2
Pl T

4
, where

ge↵ ' gSM + (
P

b gb +
7
8

P
f gf )⇠

4
and the sum runs over

the internal d.o.f. of all fully relativistic DS bosons (b)

and fermions (f) (in our numerical treatment, we always

use the full expression for ge↵). To the best of our knowl-

edge, precision calculations of the relic density in a de-

coupled DS that fully and self-consistently implement all

three e↵ects have not been performed previously. Here

we adapt the relic density routines of DarkSUSY to allow

calculations of this kind for a large range of DS models.

Model setup.— Let us for concreteness consider a

setup where the DS consists of massive fermions �, act-

ing as DM, and massless scalars S with µS = 0, con-

stituting the heat bath. We assume that the DS de-

coupled from the SM at high temperatures, such that

g
SM
⇤ (Tdec) = 106.75 and g

DS
⇤ (Tdec) = gS + (7/4)N� in

Eq. (3), where N� = 1 (N� = 2) for Majorana (Dirac)

DM. In Fig. 1 we show the ‘thermal’ annihilation cross

section for ��̄ ! SS in such a scenario, for di↵erent val-

ues of gS . The fact that this di↵ers significantly from the

standard case, in comparison to the observational uncer-

tainty in the cosmological DM abundance also indicated

in the figure, constitutes our first main result. It is worth

stressing that this updated relic density calculation di-

rectly applies to a large number of DS models where an-

nihilation proceeds via an s-wave [20, 26, 29, 41, 47–50]

(see Appendix A for corresponding results in the case of

p-wave annihilation).

To understand the behaviour of the curves shown in

Fig. 1, let us first recall that we consider here a constant

h�vi – which by definition is not a↵ected by a change in

⇠. For gS = 1, furthermore, the change in ge↵ and hence

the Hubble rate has only a subdominant e↵ect (but be-

comes somewhat more important for gS = 5). The main

e↵ect visible in the figure thus originates from changing

n�,eq(x) ! n�,eq(x/⇠). For large DM masses and hence

TB, Depta, Hufnagel & Schmidt-Hoberg, 2007.03696

Changes to relic density 
calculation:
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h�viT �! h�viT�
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n� eq(T ) �! n� eq(T�)
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H
2 / ge↵T

4 �! ge↵T
4 + g

DS
e↵ T

4
�

require two new interface functions
[         uniquely determined if entropy 
conserved + decoupling at              ]
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T ! 1

relativistic DS d.o.f.

code:  examples/aux/oh2_dark_sector.f
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DM self-interactions
(and power-spectrum cutoff)

2nd physics example
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A simple dark sector framework
van den Aarssen, TB & Pfrommer, PRL ’12

Assume light vector mediator coupling to dark 
matter and (sterile) neutrinos:
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Figure 1: Interaction processes that set the DM relic density
and may lead to observable neutrino annihilation products
today (left), change the inner velocity and density profile of
dwarf halos (middle) and induce a comparatively large cuto↵
in the spectrum of primordial density perturbations (right).

‘too big too fail problem’ [44], without being in conflict
with the strong constraints for models with constant �T .
We also note that �T drops with larger v such that for
galaxy clusters only the very central density profile at
r . O(1 � 10) kpc will be smoothed out, matching ob-
servational evidence (from improved lensing and stellar
kinematic data [51]) for a density cusp in A383 that is
slightly shallower than expected for standard CDM.

For our discussion, the astrophysically important
quantities are the velocity v

2
max = g

2
�mV /(2⇡2

m�) at
which �T v becomes maximal and �

max
T ⌘ �T (vmax) =

22.7m�2
V . In particular, vmax should not be too di↵er-

ent from the typical velocity dispersion �v ⇠ O(10) km/s
encountered in dwarf galaxies if one wants to make any
contact to potential problems with standard structure
formation at these scales. On the other hand, the value
of �max

T is constrained by various astrophysical measure-
ments, see Ref. [44] for a compilation of current bounds.

Fixing g� by the relic density requirement, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the particle physics
input (m�,mV ) and the astrophysically relevant param-
eters (vmax,�

max
T ). As demonstrated in Fig. 2, a so-

lution to the aforementioned small-scale problems (2)
and (3) may then indeed be possible for DM masses
of m� & 600GeV and a mediator mass in the (sub-)
MeV range. We also display the strongest astrophysi-
cal bounds on large DM self-interaction rates [43]. For
m� . 4TeV, they arise from collisions with particles from
the dwarf parent halo, while at larger m� an imminent
gravothermal catastrophe is more constraining.

The small-scale cuto↵.— For small kinetic decou-
pling temperatures Tkd, acoustic oscillations [52] are
more e�cient than free streaming e↵ects to suppress the
power spectrum [4, 53]. The resulting exponential cuto↵
can be translated into a smallest protohalo mass of

Mcut ⇡
4⇡

3

⇢�

H3

���
T=Tkd

= 1.7⇥ 108
✓
Tkd

keV

◆�3

M� , (4)

where H is the Hubble rate and we assumed late kinetic
decoupling such that the e↵ective number of relativistic
degrees of freedom ge↵ = 3.37. For scattering with rela-
tivistic neutrinos, c.f. Eq. (3), the analytic treatment of
kinetic decoupling given in Ref. [54] is valid. Extending
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Figure 2: The white area corresponds to DM and mediator
masses that may solve the ‘cusp vs. core’ problem. The crosses
indicate two benchmark models for which detailed simulations
[44] have found a solution to the ‘too big to fail’ problem.
Dashed and solid lines show contours of the astrophysical rel-
evant quantities �T

max and vmax. See text for further details.
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Figure 3: This plane shows the mediator mass mV vs. the
coupling strength g⌫ . Large values of g⌫ and small values of
mV lead to late kinetic decoupling and thus a large mass Mcut

of the smallest protohalos. Mcut & 5 ⇥ 1010M� is excluded
by Ly-↵ data while Mcut & 109M� may solve the small-scale
abundance problems of ⇤CDM cosmology.

those expressions to allow for T⌫ 6= T , we find

Tkd =
0.062 keV

N
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mV

MeV

⌘
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where N⌫ is the number of neutrino species coupling to
V . Combining this with Eq. (2) we therefore expect that
Tkd, and thus Mcut, is essentially independent of g� and
m�.

Using for definiteness N⌫ = 3 and T⌫ = (4/11)
1
3T� , we

show in Fig. 3 contours of constant Mcut in the (g⌫ ,mV )
plane. We find that the result of the full numerical
calculation [4, 5] is indeed extremely well described by
Eqs. (4,5) for g⌫ & 10�7 (assuming m� ⇠ 1TeV and
mV ⇠ 1MeV; this value is even lower for larger m� and

relic density
(+indirect detection signal!?)

changes inner density and 
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Figure 1: Interaction processes that set the DM relic density
and may lead to observable neutrino annihilation products
today (left), change the inner velocity and density profile of
dwarf halos (middle) and induce a comparatively large cuto↵
in the spectrum of primordial density perturbations (right).

‘too big too fail problem’ [44], without being in conflict
with the strong constraints for models with constant �T .
We also note that �T drops with larger v such that for
galaxy clusters only the very central density profile at
r . O(1 � 10) kpc will be smoothed out, matching ob-
servational evidence (from improved lensing and stellar
kinematic data [51]) for a density cusp in A383 that is
slightly shallower than expected for standard CDM.

For our discussion, the astrophysically important
quantities are the velocity v

2
max = g

2
�mV /(2⇡2

m�) at
which �T v becomes maximal and �

max
T ⌘ �T (vmax) =

22.7m�2
V . In particular, vmax should not be too di↵er-

ent from the typical velocity dispersion �v ⇠ O(10) km/s
encountered in dwarf galaxies if one wants to make any
contact to potential problems with standard structure
formation at these scales. On the other hand, the value
of �max

T is constrained by various astrophysical measure-
ments, see Ref. [44] for a compilation of current bounds.

Fixing g� by the relic density requirement, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the particle physics
input (m�,mV ) and the astrophysically relevant param-
eters (vmax,�

max
T ). As demonstrated in Fig. 2, a so-

lution to the aforementioned small-scale problems (2)
and (3) may then indeed be possible for DM masses
of m� & 600GeV and a mediator mass in the (sub-)
MeV range. We also display the strongest astrophysi-
cal bounds on large DM self-interaction rates [43]. For
m� . 4TeV, they arise from collisions with particles from
the dwarf parent halo, while at larger m� an imminent
gravothermal catastrophe is more constraining.

The small-scale cuto↵.— For small kinetic decou-
pling temperatures Tkd, acoustic oscillations [52] are
more e�cient than free streaming e↵ects to suppress the
power spectrum [4, 53]. The resulting exponential cuto↵
can be translated into a smallest protohalo mass of

Mcut ⇡
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H3
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= 1.7⇥ 108
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where H is the Hubble rate and we assumed late kinetic
decoupling such that the e↵ective number of relativistic
degrees of freedom ge↵ = 3.37. For scattering with rela-
tivistic neutrinos, c.f. Eq. (3), the analytic treatment of
kinetic decoupling given in Ref. [54] is valid. Extending
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indicate two benchmark models for which detailed simulations
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evant quantities �T
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Figure 3: This plane shows the mediator mass mV vs. the
coupling strength g⌫ . Large values of g⌫ and small values of
mV lead to late kinetic decoupling and thus a large mass Mcut

of the smallest protohalos. Mcut & 5 ⇥ 1010M� is excluded
by Ly-↵ data while Mcut & 109M� may solve the small-scale
abundance problems of ⇤CDM cosmology.

those expressions to allow for T⌫ 6= T , we find

Tkd =
0.062 keV
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where N⌫ is the number of neutrino species coupling to
V . Combining this with Eq. (2) we therefore expect that
Tkd, and thus Mcut, is essentially independent of g� and
m�.

Using for definiteness N⌫ = 3 and T⌫ = (4/11)
1
3T� , we

show in Fig. 3 contours of constant Mcut in the (g⌫ ,mV )
plane. We find that the result of the full numerical
calculation [4, 5] is indeed extremely well described by
Eqs. (4,5) for g⌫ & 10�7 (assuming m� ⇠ 1TeV and
mV ⇠ 1MeV; this value is even lower for larger m� and
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Figure 1: Interaction processes that set the DM relic density
and may lead to observable neutrino annihilation products
today (left), change the inner velocity and density profile of
dwarf halos (middle) and induce a comparatively large cuto↵
in the spectrum of primordial density perturbations (right).

‘too big too fail problem’ [44], without being in conflict
with the strong constraints for models with constant �T .
We also note that �T drops with larger v such that for
galaxy clusters only the very central density profile at
r . O(1 � 10) kpc will be smoothed out, matching ob-
servational evidence (from improved lensing and stellar
kinematic data [51]) for a density cusp in A383 that is
slightly shallower than expected for standard CDM.

For our discussion, the astrophysically important
quantities are the velocity v

2
max = g

2
�mV /(2⇡2

m�) at
which �T v becomes maximal and �

max
T ⌘ �T (vmax) =

22.7m�2
V . In particular, vmax should not be too di↵er-

ent from the typical velocity dispersion �v ⇠ O(10) km/s
encountered in dwarf galaxies if one wants to make any
contact to potential problems with standard structure
formation at these scales. On the other hand, the value
of �max

T is constrained by various astrophysical measure-
ments, see Ref. [44] for a compilation of current bounds.

Fixing g� by the relic density requirement, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the particle physics
input (m�,mV ) and the astrophysically relevant param-
eters (vmax,�

max
T ). As demonstrated in Fig. 2, a so-

lution to the aforementioned small-scale problems (2)
and (3) may then indeed be possible for DM masses
of m� & 600GeV and a mediator mass in the (sub-)
MeV range. We also display the strongest astrophysi-
cal bounds on large DM self-interaction rates [43]. For
m� . 4TeV, they arise from collisions with particles from
the dwarf parent halo, while at larger m� an imminent
gravothermal catastrophe is more constraining.

The small-scale cuto↵.— For small kinetic decou-
pling temperatures Tkd, acoustic oscillations [52] are
more e�cient than free streaming e↵ects to suppress the
power spectrum [4, 53]. The resulting exponential cuto↵
can be translated into a smallest protohalo mass of

Mcut ⇡
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= 1.7⇥ 108
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where H is the Hubble rate and we assumed late kinetic
decoupling such that the e↵ective number of relativistic
degrees of freedom ge↵ = 3.37. For scattering with rela-
tivistic neutrinos, c.f. Eq. (3), the analytic treatment of
kinetic decoupling given in Ref. [54] is valid. Extending
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coupling strength g⌫ . Large values of g⌫ and small values of
mV lead to late kinetic decoupling and thus a large mass Mcut
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by Ly-↵ data while Mcut & 109M� may solve the small-scale
abundance problems of ⇤CDM cosmology.

those expressions to allow for T⌫ 6= T , we find

Tkd =
0.062 keV
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where N⌫ is the number of neutrino species coupling to
V . Combining this with Eq. (2) we therefore expect that
Tkd, and thus Mcut, is essentially independent of g� and
m�.

Using for definiteness N⌫ = 3 and T⌫ = (4/11)
1
3T� , we

show in Fig. 3 contours of constant Mcut in the (g⌫ ,mV )
plane. We find that the result of the full numerical
calculation [4, 5] is indeed extremely well described by
Eqs. (4,5) for g⌫ & 10�7 (assuming m� ⇠ 1TeV and
mV ⇠ 1MeV; this value is even lower for larger m� and

(late kinetic decoupling)
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Solving the ΛCDM small-scale issues(?) 

coupling fixed by 
thermal relic density

⇠ ⌘ Tdark/Tphoton
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DR DR

TB, Edsjö, Gondolo, Ullio & Bergström,  JCAP ‘18

NEW since v6.1:
SIDM
Sommerfeld
handle varying

affect core/
cusp + TBTF

h�T i/m� ⇠ 1 cm2/g

excluded

excluded

code:  examples/aux/vdSIDM_RD.f
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Cosmic-ray 
accelerated DM

3rd physics example
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Even sub-GeV DM becomes 
kinematically accessible in direct 
detection (and neutrino!) experiments

18

Reverse direct detection
χ

χ

χ
χ

χ

χ

χ

χ

χ
χ

χ

χ

χ

New idea: high-energy cosmic rays 
should up-scatter DM initially 
(almost) at rest! TB & Pospelov, PRL ’19

…
…

production 

soil/atmosphere 
attenuation

detection

Three steps: 
we only briefly state our results here and refer to that reference for further details (see also

ref. [94]). The flux of cosmic-ray accelerated DM (CRDM) before a potential attenuation

in the Earth or the atmosphere is given by

d��

dT�
= De↵

⇢
local
�

m�

Z 1

Tmin
CR

dTCR
d��N

dT�

d�LIS

CR

dTCR
. (3.7)

Here, ⇢
local
� and �LIS

CR are the local interstellar DM density and the cosmic-ray flux, re-

spectively, and T
min

CR is the minimal kinetic cosmic-ray energy needed to accelerate DM to

kinetic energy T�; we take into account elastic scattering of cosmic-ray nuclei N = {p, 4He}
with DM, including in each case the same dipole form factor suppression as in ref. [26].4

De↵ ⇠ 8 kpc, finally, is an e↵ective distance out to which we assume that the source density

of CRDM is roughly the same as it is locally (which, for a standard DM distribution, cor-

responds to a sphere of about 10 kpc diameter). The scattering rate of relativistic CRDM

particles in underground detectors is then determined as

d�N

dTN
=

Z 1

T�(T z,min
� )

dT�
d��N

dTN

d��

dT�
, (3.8)

where the scattering cross section d��N/dTN must be evaluated for the actual DM energy

T
z
� at the detector’s depth z (which is lower than the initial DM energy T� due to soil

absorption [95–98]), and T�(T z,min
� ) denotes the minimal initial CRDM energy that is

needed to induce a nuclear recoil of energy TN (again taking into account a potential

attenuation of the flux due to the propagation of DM through the Earth and atmosphere).

In order to relate T
z
� to the initial DM energy T� = T

z=0
� , we numerically solve the energy

loss equation
dT

z
�

dz
= �

X

N

nN

Z Tmax
N

0

dTN
d��N

dTN
TN , (3.9)

where T
max

N denotes the maximal recoil energy TN of nucleus N , for a given DM energy

T
z
� , and we sum over the 11 most abundant elements in Earth’s crust.

It is worth stressing that the momentum transfer in a direct detection experiment is

given by eq. (3.1) also in the relativistic case. In particular, the form factor in the nuclear

scattering cross section does not depend on the energy of the incoming DM particles, only

on the relatively small range of Q2 that falls inside the experimental target region. This

makes it straightforward to translate direct detection limits reported in the literature for

heavy DM, assuming the standard DM halo profile and velocity distribution, to a maximal

count rate in the analysis window of recoil energies and in turn to limits resulting from

the CRDM component discussed here [26]. The updated routines for the computation

of the resulting CRDM flux and underground scattering rates have been implemented in

DarkSUSY [99], which we also use to calculate the resulting limits from a corresponding

re-interpretation of Xenon-1T [24] results.

4Note that this is a conservative estimate, neglecting inelastic DM-CR interactions, which will become

relevant at su�ciently large values of the momentum transfer. We leave a detailed study of these e↵ects

for future work.
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particle physics input:

interface functions
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Reverse direct detection
An unavoidable high-
energy DM flux
(but highly subdominant)
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code:  examples/aux/DDCR_flux.f

TB & Pospelov, PRL ’19

Resulting low-mass limits
constant scattering cross section
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full Q2-dependence (here: Higgs portal)
Bondarenko+, JHEP ‘20
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Figure 2. Left panel. Direct detection constraints on dark matter accelerated by cosmic rays for
fixed mediator masses. Cross sections below the lower boundaries lead to recoil rates too small to
be detectable, while cross sections above the upper confining boundaries prevent the dark matter
particles to reach the detector, due to e�cient scattering in the overburden. As a rough indication
of how large cross sections are in principle possible, we also show in each case the parameter range
where the couplings are well inside the perturbative regime (for a more detailed treatment, see
ref. [100]). Right panel. Same, for fixed mediator to DM mass ratios.

In order to do so, we still need the full relativistic scattering cross section of DM with

nuclei, mediated by a scalar particle. For fermionic nuclei we find

d��N

dTN
=

�
SI,NR

�N

16µ2

�NsT
max

N

m
4

S

(Q2 + m
2

S)2
(Q2 + 4m2

N )(Q2 + 4m2

�) ⇥ G
2

N (Q2) , (3.10)

where �
SI,NR

�N is the scattering cross section in the highly non-relativistic limit, as stated

in eq. (3.4), s = E
2

CM
and GN (Q2) is the conventional nuclear form factor. While the

non-relativistic result is of course recovered for Q
2 ! 0 and s ! (m� + mN )2, this cross

section is actually enhanced for Q
2 & m

2
� when compared to the standard estimate given

in eq. (3.6). This is particularly relevant both for very light DM (m2
� . Q

2

ref
) and the

production of the CRDM component stated in eq. (3.7), for which the momentum transfer

is typically much larger than expected in underground experiments.

In figure 2 we show the resulting limits from Xenon-1T on light DM. An important

feature of a constant scattering cross section is that these constraints (almost) flatten for

very small DM masses [26]. Compared to that, as expected from the above discussion (see

also ref. [94]), we observe a significant strengthening of our constraints at fixed mediator

masses. However the figure also clearly demonstrates that for light mediator masses the

production of the CRDM component becomes suppressed by the mediator momentum;

when considering only mediators that are lighter than the DM particle, in particular, the

resulting constraints become less and less stringent. Also the behaviour of the maximal

cross section (due to soil absorption) is rather instructive, as it falls into two clearly dis-

tinguishable regimes: i) for heavy (GeV-scale and above) mediators the upper boundary

essentially follows that of the constant cross section case [26], roughly rescaled by an addi-

tional m2
� dependence (for small m�) with the same origin as discussed above for the lower
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same(!) code:  examples/aux/DDCR_limits.f
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Indirect 
detection yields

4th physics example
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Particle spectra from DM annihilation
`Model-independent’ 
spectra from fragmentation 
or decay of final states
Tabulated default PYTHIA runs 

Alternative spectra                     
(improving on QCD uncertainties) 

Dedicated spectra for low-mass DM 
annihilations

Amoroso+, 
JCAP’19

Plehn, Reimitz & 
Richardson, SPP ‘20

see talk by Peter Reimitz !

code:  examples/aux/wimpyields.f

Can easily be switched for any 
indirect detection application

TB, Calore, Galea 
& Garny, JHEP ‘17
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Figure 14. Same as figure 11, but for a Bino-like neutralino with almost degenerate Wino (W,
left) and a model with large Hff̄ contribution (H, right). The features in the shape of the lepton
and gamma ray spectra are due to an interplay of various effects as discussed in detail in the text.
Left panel : Bino-like neutralino with almost degenerate Wino (benchmark model W). Final state
channels: photons (red), antiprotons (orange), positrons (green), ⌫µ (blue), and ⌫⌧ (cyan). Solid
lines indicate the total (2-body and 3-body) contribution, the dashed lines the 2-body process.
Right panel : Large Hff̄ contribution (benchmark model H).

the categories above. In the left panel, we present benchmark model W, a Bino-
like neutralino degenerate with the Wino. The (small) 2-body annihilation rate is
dominated by gg final states, followed by f̄f . The 3-body process thus lifts the
helicity suppression of the latter and can be important even if the sfermions are
not highly degenerate in mass with the neutralino. Because the contribution to the
neutrino and positron spectra still come dominantly from W⌫` final states, they show
sharp spectral features like in models with even more degenerate sleptons. The right
panel of Fig. 14, instead, corresponds to a model with a large (⇠ 85%) contribution to
the cross section from channels that involve the MSSM Higgs bosons and top quarks
(benchmark model H). The neutralino mass is rather heavy (⇠ 3.3 TeV) such that
even tt̄ final states suffer from a certain amount of helicity suppression. Due to the
large top Yukawa coupling, the suppression is lifted preferably via Higgsstrahlung. For
this model, leptons are dominantly produced indirectly, and correspondingly lepton
spectra are enhanced broadly at all energies. The small additional spike at very high
energies results from the W/Z decay from WF̄f (10%) and Zf̄f (5%) final states.

In Fig. 15, finally, we show for a subset of our benchmark models the ratios of 3-body to
2-body yields, illustrating some of the features discussed above on a model-by-model basis
from a slightly different angle. We note in particular the strong enhancement of high-energy
lepton spectra for model H, which is explained – similar to the situation for model D2 – by
a sharp drop in the 2-body yield from W

±
H

⌥ and ZH due to the maximal lepton energy
from W/Z decays that is kinematically possible.

A widely used phenomenological approach to take into account electroweak corrections
to DM annihilation spectra, often referred to as ‘model-independent’ in the literature,
is based on splitting functions inspired by a parton picture [16, 17]. These effectively
result from assuming point-like interactions being responsible for the 2-body annihilation
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Conclusions
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